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LETTER
FROM THE
EDITOR
Kia Ora,
Like all Chinese parents, mine source their news from WeChat. Their
sole provider of medical advice, politics and ‘quality journalism’ is
through this app. When my mum had an earache, she resorted to WeChat
remedies rather than consulting my sister who is an audiologist. Their
trust in this app is pretty problematic. There’s a lot of questionable
Chinese propaganda circling, conspiracy theories and overly saturated
motivational videos. But not all is bad. When I was in my second year
of uni, living in Wellington, my dad would frequently send me WeChat
videos. For the most part I would ignore them. But one day my dad sent
a video with the earth on fire as a thumbnail. The following message
read in Chinese “The world is going to drown! Because the earth is
getting warmer.” The year is 2017, and my dad has discovered climate
change.
I don’t want to throw shade at boomers (a lie), but they’re the living
embodiment of strength in numbers. They have fucked up the planet for
all of us, and just continue to do so without remorse. There’s literally so
many of them that they’re continuously able to saturate every decision
making body we have. They have a complete inability to distinguish fake
news from quality journalism. They don’t understand how tax works (see
the comment section on Labour's proposed tax increase on the top 2%
of earners). And they bag all of their produce into single use plastic bags
at Countdown (apparently these bags aren’t banned because they don’t
have handles, excuse me?). We can agree that Karens are shit at most
things. But they’re not shit where it counts: voting.

Voter turnout for youth in New Zealand is pretty shocking. In the last
election only 69.27% of enrolled under-25s actually voted. That doesn’t
even take into account all of those who are unenrolled. If you care about
how your landlord treats you, your body, Māori rights and climate change
you need to vote! Think carbon tax, clean rivers and deep sea oil drilling.
Make sure to show up with your vote.
Students are the only people in our society who rely on borrowing to
survive. This means we are incredibly vulnerable, and need policies in place
to protect us. This year we successfully passed the new tenancy amendment
bill for landlords and tenants. I think it is important to note that all 54
members of National voted against this bill alongside ACT and Independent.
It is equally important to note that all members of Labour, Greens and NZ
First voted to pass this bill.
Key points from “The Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill”
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

No more ‘no-cause’ terminations: Landlords will no longer be able to
evict a tenant with 90 days notice without reason
Tenants can make small changes like hanging photos and baby
proofing without landlord consent
Landlord must permit and facilitate installation of fibre connection
A landlord who seeks to recover expenses from a tenant must first
provide an itemised account of the expenses to the tenant
If the tenant requests the landlord to provide information relating to
the healthy homes standards, the landlord must, within 21 days after
the date of receiving the request, provide the information to the tenant
Bonds may be no more than 4 weeks rent
Rent can only be increased once a year
Tenant selection can no longer be done via rental bidding

Of course I’m not telling you who to vote for. Rather, I'm encouraging you to
vote in leaders who are empathetic and receptive towards our needs. This
government has shown us what kind leadership can look like. But more
can be done for marginalised groups and the environment. Show up this
election.
Ngā mihi nui,
Rebecca
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NEWS

The Untimely Fashion of
AUT’s Sex and Respect Week
and The Independent Review
By Jack Pirie
Amongst all of the recent disturbances with COVID-19, going back
into alert level 3 and level 2.5, it’s easy to forget that AUT is still
undergoing an ‘Independent Review’ that has a focus on sexual
harassment and bullying. Sexual harassment at AUT has been
called an “open secret” in recent days. This review is an attempt
to uncover this secret. After conversations with AUT there a few
things you need to know about this review going forward and
how it will affect you. The important thing to remember in these
times is that we cannot afford to let people go unaccounted for
their actions, no matter the circumstances.
In a conversation with Debate, AUT was able to shed some light
on how the review is progressing. Here are some of the answers
AUT have given us in regards to the review:
Q: I was hoping to enquire about the progress of the
independent review and how that has been tracking along
during lockdown and alert level 2.5?
A: The Review has continued through Alert levels 3 and 2.5 and we
understand the process is on track. Independent Reviewer, QC Kate
Davenport and her team will receive contributions and meet with
people until 25 September.
Q: Can you give me a gauge of how many people, both staff
and students that have been involved with the review?
A: This is an external review and we are not monitoring numbers
who are participating and nor has there been any reporting. Our
role to date has been to ensure information on how to access the
Reviewer is shared, address questions if they arise, and provide
support and information as required by the Reviewer.
Q: How will the result of the independent review be treated
and how will the information appear to the public and more
importantly the students?
A: Key findings and recommendations will be made public, but
information collected as part of the review will be confidential. More
information about the process is outlined in the Terms of Reference.

As we await the result of this independent review, there are
a few things we need to question. Although there have been
progressive steps made from the university with events such as
‘Sex and Respect’ week, we cannot help but question whether
this was done in the most mindful manner. ‘Sex and Respect’
week highlighted a very important and vital opportunity for AUT
to showcase its stance towards healthy boundaries and sexual
wellbeing. However, ‘Sex and Respect’ week was held just weeks
after Max Abbott’s sexual harassment claims were made public in
New Zealand media. AUT did not make any standalone statements
towards their zero tolerance sexual harassment policy before
proceeding with ‘Sex and Respect’ week.
Many students have told Debate that it feels as if the university
uses things such as ‘Sex and Respect’ week as a sort of scapegoat
in order to appear as if the university is really trying to better.
We do however, commend AUT for its work in making sexual
health screenings, HPV vaccines and IUD consultations so readily
accessible at the AUT Student Medical Centre. On multiple
occasions Debate has called for the need for a standalone
statement in light of recent events, as of yet, none has been made.
Systematic change begins first with acknowledgement. This is
simply not good enough.
When it comes to the results of the independent review it is
interesting to note that “Key recommendations will be made
public, but information collected as part of the review will be
confidential.” This feels like a grey area in terms of actual results
and information. Reliable sources have informed Debate that
close to 400 staff (past and present) have been involved with
this review. Since the launch of the review the university has
confirmed that no AUT staff members have been stood down
for unethical teaching or for any other reasons. Reliable sources
have informed Debate that in addition to the widely publicised
allegations, and subsequent resignations of Max Abbott and
Nigel Hemmington, there are two more potential cases still under
investigation.
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An Ode To
Live Sport
By Nathan Limm | Photo by James Coleman

There are scarce few feelings in this
world similar to that of roaring with
43,000 other rugby fans starved of
sporting entertainment.
As I make my way to my (cheap) east
stand seat, the warm, sweet aroma
of overpriced mini donuts hangs in
the air. Animated supporters, decked
in blue, sometimes yellow, mill past
each other on the way to grab last
minute beers and cups of hot chips.
As the late afternoon sun dips
behind the eaves of the imposing
north stand, a cool breeze coils
between packed rows of fans. A brass
band plays Dave Dobbyn's ‘Slice of
Heaven,’ appropriate given the little
slice of heaven currently filling to
max capacity.
The Blues and the Hurricanes
emerge from their locker rooms
like Roman gladiators marching out
into the Colosseum. Each player
has a steely gaze, well aware of the
magnitude this occasion holds with
the public.
A moment of silence is held for
the inspiring men and women in

the healthcare industry who have
worked tirelessly to protect New
Zealand from COVID-19. Suddenly
a jet plane roars, flying low enough
over the stands to give the people
in the top row a bit of a fright. It’s
on now.
The crowd is fizzing. Six weeks of
stored lockdown energy is about to
be released in one spectacle of a
storm.
The Blues are attacking on halfway.
Vince Aso rushes out of the
defensive line, leaving Rieko Ioane
acres of green. loane fends, steps and
passes to winger Caleb Clarke, who
busts past two flailing Hurricanes
defenders to score under the posts.
My view of the field is quickly
obscured by dozens of bright blue
flags as the stadium erupts. The
Blues are back, baby.

drab spell of scrums.
After a couple of penalties go the
Hurricanes’ way, the old bloke in
front of me can’t help himself.
“What the fuck was that, ref?!”
Yeah okay mate, settle down. This
isn’t the under five’s match at your
local club.
The boot of Otere Black keeps most
of the crowd happy, however, and the
Blues cruise on to a 30-20 win over
the Canes.
As the many thousands of fans
begin to drunkenly exit the stadium,
I hang back. As a special treat, fans
are allowed onto the field. Children
chase each other around, re-enacting
scored tries and emulating their
heroes.

The Aucklanders continue to delight
the crowd with TJ Faiane dotting
down just seven minutes later.

An evening chill lingers in the air
as I step onto the hallowed Eden
Park turf, soaking up a feeling rarely
experienced as a die-hard Blues
supporter.

A Mexican wave begins to circle the
arena, providing distraction from a

Oh, live sport. How we have missed
thee.
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Take
Away Coffee

The cost of climate change on
the world’s coffee industry
By Andrew Broadley | Illustration by Yi Jong

Being a part time writer for a student magazine doesn’t have many benefits. But while I won’t
be entering the housing market anytime soon, it does offer me flexibility that I cherish. Most
mornings I lazily stroll into the city and dine in at a local cafe, sipping my morning coffee and
eavesdropping on the nearest conversation to me. This lifestyle has meant that my keepcup
goes largely unused as I am rarely in enough of a rush to grab my coffee takeaway.
Coffee is an integral part of my day. It’s an integral part of the day for basically everyone I
know. An addiction that most of us are willing to accept. For some reason it’s just socially
acceptable to be wired AF on caffeine if it comes in the form of a long black but not if it comes
in the form of several cans of Monster energy drinks (or maybe it’s just the snapback and ute
with the muffler removed that people don’t like?). Anyway, long (black) story short, the world
consumes around 500 billion cups of coffee a year and that only looks set to increase. The
problem is, the production of coffee looks to do the opposite.
Climate change. The mate that seems to pop up just about everywhere these days and no
matter the scenario, is pretty much always a dick. So when I heard of this impending coffee
crisis it was no surprise that climate change was at the forefront of it. All over the planet
our climate is warming, our seasons are flip flopping more than Judith Collins and her
border stance, and we are regularly seeing weather more extreme than the policies of the
New Conservatives Party (make sure you are enrolled to vote). This is causing huge issues in
huge ways. Islands sinking, indigenous communities seeing the eradication of their culture
and way of life, food crops wiped out, lives lost in hurricanes and droughts and worst of all
(definitely not worst of all) our coffee is at risk. It can be hard to talk to people about climate
change when we are sitting pretty in our western bubble of privilege. When climate change
is impacting developing nations on another continent we don’t seem to care (a whole other
issue), but we do care about our coffee.
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growers. The idea was these growers
could grow coffee alongside several
other crops and provide security for
themselves when one crop saw demand
crash or prices fluctuate. It also meant
that more profit was going to the actual
growers themselves. This was a huge
success and as the market recovered,
Columbia’s industry thrived once again,
only this time small scale farmers were
seeing the profits.

See, the coffee plant is a particularly
finicky one. It needs temperatures
between 18-21 degrees C to be happy.
Too hot and the beans are all blehh,
too cold and they freeze. It also needs a
specific amount of rain but it also needs
a 3 month dry season. It needs warm
days and cool nights so grows best at a
certain elevation (1,000-2,000 metres
above sea) and it needs all this TLC for
around 3-4 years before you will even
get your first lot of coffee beans. All of
those conditions together means coffee
grows best between latitude 25°N and
30°S and better yet, in the mountains of
Columbia.
Columbia, in particular the Zona Cafetera,
has long been seen as the crème de la
crème of coffee production. This region
has long been the home to some of
the finest coffee, with an environment
crafted so perfectly for coffee production

it’s enough to convince you God himself
wakes up with a cup of the good stuff.
And this has been integral to Columbia
for decades. During the 1920s, America
fell in love with coffee, and Columbia
(along with Brazil) were tasked with
meeting this new demand. In Columbia
large plantations established during the
rule of the Spanish called haciendas
were used to intensively grow coffee.
They were worked by labourers,
indigenous communities and former
slaves who worked in horrific conditions
while the owners saw huge profits. That
was until the US stock market crashed in
1929 and along with it, the demand for
coffee. The plantations were bankrupted
and the Columbian government saw one
of their key industries (they were the
second largest exporters of coffee in the
world) collapsing. So they stepped in.
They bought out all the owners of these
plantations, divided them up into small
farms, and sold them off cheaply to local

But now, several decades later, Columbian
growers are struggling once again. The
Zona Cafetera, God’s very own roastery,
has warmed by 1.2 degrees since 1980,
enough to shift the entire ideal growing
elevation further up the mountain
and enough to leave behind many of
the farmers that hold land at lower
elevations. It is predicted to continue
warming by about 0.3 degrees per decade
and subsequently continue to push the
growers higher up the mountain. And
that’s not all. The warmer weather has
provided excellent breeding grounds for
fungi and bacteria, particularly coffee
rust, which can wipe out entire crops.
Particularly troublesome when replanting
means you have to wait 3-4 years before
getting your first harvest. But climate
change isn’t just warming. The sought
after 3 month dry season is a thing of
the past. Either it lasts too long, or not
long enough. Sometimes it comes early,
or late, or not at all and sometimes the
crops suffer from drought where other
times intense rain washes away the
nutrients needed. Columbia has already
seen the amount of land used for coffee
production shrink by more than 7% in
the last 7 years alone. And it’s not only
Columbia, it is predicted that by 2050 the

land used for coffee production will have
shrunk by half worldwide. It is not only
bad news for our cultivated coffee, but
the wild coffee too. Already today, 65%
of wild coffee varieties are endangered.
Many of these are used to cross breed
with our current coffee crops (Arabica and
Robusta) and it is hoped they will be able
to create more resistant beans, integral to
the future of coffee production.
There are some ways that these effects
can be mitigated. These farmers can
keep moving uphill and do their best to
outrun the effects. They can plant shade
trees among the crops to help keep the
plants cool. Or they can invest in planting
new varieties of beans that will be more
resistant to these harsher conditions. The
issue is all of these solutions cost money,
money these growers don’t have.

than to not sell at all, right? And you may
be thinking well that’s great, cheaper
coffee for me! But when you go to buy
your cup of coffee the actual cost of the
coffee itself is likely not even 50 cents.
What you are paying for is the rent and
the staff and if you are getting takeaway,
the coffee cup itself. And of course, the
mark up (they have to make a profit). The
cost of coffee beans has little impact on
the cost of your coffee. But it does have
a huge impact on the coffee growers
themselves, who are being forced to sell
their beans at unrealistically low prices
or else they risk their customers going
elsewhere.

By 2050 the land
used for coffee

farmers, many of whom are living in
poverty. This is their livelihood, this is all
they have. Coffee production is considered
to be one of the most valuable exports
for developing nations and the collapse
of the industry is once again going to
impact these poorer nations much more
than it will us. These farmers are doing
everything they can to survive, but we
really aren’t making it easy. And this can
also have some serious side effects. Like
the Zona Cafetera, many areas in Asia are
no longer ideal for coffee growth. Climate
change has shifted much of Asia’s coffee
growing region into what is now dense
forest. Forest that is likely to be wiped
clear in an effort to sustain the industry,
once again impacting our climate as a
whole.

But hang on, I thought Colombia's coffee
revolution was a huge success? Well it
was. The growers were thriving and by
1962, 69 countries had agreed to a price
minimum that would ensure the export of
coffee would always fetch a fair price and
these growers would continue to thrive.
The Zona Cafetera was even a tourism
magnet for Columbia. But as demand for
coffee grew and coffee chains popped up
all over the place, other countries wanted
to get among the profits. Countries began
to flood the market with cheaper coffee
in an attempt to get their beans into
the mix and the previously agreed upon

Today, the export price of coffee is
actually sitting below what is considered
by many growers to be the break even
point. These farmers are literally losing
money. And as climate change makes it
even harder for them, more and more
of them are going to leave the industry
behind and as they do, your daily coffee
is going to get closer and closer to the

So what can you do to help? Well, do
all the regular things to combat climate
change in general. Vote for political
parties with good climate policy, be
mindful of your own carbon footprint,
support sustainable industries and sign
annoying petitions to ban bad practices.
In order to support the coffee industry
more specifically, ask your local cafe
where they are getting their beans. Are
they fair trade and are the farmers getting
a fair price? If you plunge at home, make
sure you are buying beans that are also
meeting these standards. Support small
and local cafes instead of big chains that
are largely responsible for squeezing
these growers profits to breaking point.

price minimum collapsed. Now there
was a bidding war to offer the best deals
and to secure lucrative deals with these
new coffee chains and companies. This
naturally drove the cost of coffee down.
Better to sell to Starbucks on the cheap

equivalent of your daily caviar. Absurd,
expensive, and a habit you really ought
to quit. And this isn’t just bad for your
caffeine kick, it’s really bad for these
growers. 85% of the world’s coffee is
grown by around 25 million small scale

Almost all of us love coffee. But if you
want your coffee to stick around for as
long as your keepcup, we need to ensure
that we are supporting the industry, not
just your barista.

production will
have shrunk by

half worldwide.
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What's on

Friday Lates at Auckland Art Gallery
Where: Auckland Art Gallery
When: Now - 18 December
What: Mark your calendars, the Gallery, including its shop and cafe
will be open late every Friday from 10am-9pm. Enjoy late night
shopping, entry to all exhibitions and a regular Friday night. 4-6pm
happy hour at the cafe too!
Price: Exhibition price varies

Saturday Morning Coffee’N’Clay

Winetopia

Where: 145 Marua Road Auckland
When: Sat 24 October
What: Enjoy a fun morning of ‘Coffee and Clay.’ Grab your friends
and head to The Clay Centre for a completely unique and different
experience. Beginners are welcome, come and have a go on the
pottery wheel under the guidance of a tutor. Includes a barista
made cup of coffee.
Price: $65 per person

Where: Shed 10
When: 30-31 October
What: Celebrate the art and science that goes into every glass
as growers and winemakers share their knowledge and maybe
a few secrets too. Featuring a full schedule of tastings, talks and
experiences, learn more about various vine-growing regions where
our local drops are lovingly crafted.
Price: $35-$85

Mary Poppins, The Musical
Where: The Civic
When: 2-17 October
What: One of the best-loved musicals of all time, Mary Poppins is
flying into town this October to delight musical theatre fans of
all ages. The New Zealand production is being presented by the
same people who brought you last year’s sold-out season of Les
Misérables.
Price: $27.50 - $87.50

Elemental Auckland

Street kai on Takutai

Where: Various locations in Auckland
When: 1-31 October
What: A month long festival of arts, eats and beats celebrates
everything that is exceptional about Auckland. Featuring delectable
feasts, musical delights and spellbinding tales of Tāmaki Makaurau.
Elemental AKL will see the region transformed into an oasis of
urban delights this October.
Price: Prices vary

Where: Takutai Square
When: 9 October
What: Gather up your friends and family to celebrate the growing
popularity of street food at this one-day food festival in the heart
of Auckland City. The Food Truck Collective and Britomart are
joining forces to deliver a full day of music and kai to satisfy your
appetite for fun.
Price: Prices Vary
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The Truth About
Compostable Packaging
By Harry Creevey | Illustration by Yi Jong
It is easy to become demoralised when thinking about how much
waste we produce. Every little thing that we consume seems to
add to the never-ending list of personal slights aimed at our
planet. It makes sense to gravitate towards products that offer
some respite from the inconceivable scale of the problem and the
guilt that arises from a lack of action. Enter greenwashing.
Greenwashing is a concept that you are probably familiar with. It
occurs when a company uses its marketing to make itself appear
more environmentally conscious than it really is. Or, to convince
consumers that they are “making a difference” by consuming one
company’s product instead of a competitors. Once you become
aware of it, you start noticing that it is everywhere. From toilet
paper to air travel, there is no limit to what marketing can brand
“good for the environment”. But there is one particular product
which irritates me the most. This is because their entire brand
is built around being good for the environment. The product is
compostable packaging.
Compostable packaging came onto the market about ten years
ago and has soared in popularity through individuals and
organisations seeking to distance themselves from their waste or
looking to claim the moral high ground. It has been so effective
because it offers a simple solution to a complex question. How do
we stop producing so much waste? Buy our products. As the cliché
goes, if it is too good to be true, it probably is. It is hard to ignore

the problems with compostable packaging when you start looking
beneath the surface.
The fine print of the packaging always reads “only compostable
at commercial composting facilities”. This is because the products
are designed to break down when maintained at a temperature of
55˚C which cannot be achieved with even the most sophisticated
Titirangi mother’s backyard compost setup. While Ecoware’s
website claims there are “97 commercial facilities” in NZ, according
to WasteMINZ’s website there are only 12 industrial composting
facilities in New Zealand that will accept compostable packaging.
The majority of these companies only accept compost from
approved waste collectors. They are completely inaccessible to the
average consumer who thought they were making a difference by
buying the slightly more expensive plates for the family barbeque.
The second problem is that the majority of these ‘green’, ‘ecofriendly’, ‘earth nurturing’ products just end up in the landfill.
Once they are in the landfill, they generally do not decompose
because they lack oxygen. Or, if they do, they produce methane, a
greenhouse gas 21 times as potent as CO2. In their sustainability
report, BioPak manages to ignore this fact. They report that their
customers made a “big impact this year” by diverting about 9000
tonnes of “fossil fuel-based plastic” from landfills. However, on
the same page celebrate diverting only 1,500 tonnes of waste
from landfill into composting facilities. This leaves a total of 7,500
tonnes unaccounted for, further suggesting that only 1/6 of their
products are being composted properly.
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They claim that due to their products being sourced from
renewable resources and being carbon neutral, the impacts on
the environment are “far less damaging”. But they are ignoring
the fact that once it is in a landfill, the waste is essentially the
same. Even if the process that got it there was ‘greener’ this is
still not a sustainable solution.
I think it is worth acknowledging the good work that these
companies are doing. For example, BioPak offers a waste
collection service for businesses that have designated compost
bins. This is an excellent service but is only available in New
Zealand in Auckland and Nelson and is not very widely used
yet. Therefore, the majority of the people and organisations
using composting products are only environmentally friendly
on a superficial level. This is allowing companies to practice
greenwashing. If there was the infrastructure and buy-in from
customers that ensured their products were composted, these
companies would offer an excellent alternative to traditional
plastic packaging. But at the moment they are profiting off a false
narrative, or at least one that is not completely true. Ecoware
literally have a picture of a woman putting a plastic bag that says
“I am making a difference” into a compost bin on their website.
Similarly, BioPak claims their single-use products are good
because they “save the water and energy required to sanitise
reusables”. Then, in their sustainability report, they mention their
plans to sell “beautiful, safe and sustainable reusable cups” which

directly contradicts the apparent benefit of their other products.
It definitely feels like they are just choosing whichever narrative
works for the product they are trying to market.
Last month MP Eugenie Sage announced an exciting consultation
document titled “Reducing the impact of plastic on our
environment”. This comes after the successful phasing out of
single-use shopping bags and outlines the government’s plan
to phase out some hard-to-recycle plastic products and seven
additional single-use items including straws, produce bags, and
tableware. At present, this would include compostable tableware
like those produced by Ecoware and BioPak, citing that there are
insufficient facilities to handle this waste.
This raises the bigger question of whether composting should
become a key waste reduction tool in New Zealand. Each year
we send 157,398 tonnes of food waste to landfill. Like the
compostable products, when in landfill this food is unable
to biodegrade and there are reports of food being preserved
for decades when it is protected from sunlight and oxygen.
Alternatively, it rots and produces methane, as mentioned
previously. If the composting facilities were available, New
Zealand could work towards a truly sustainable food model. The
consultation for this plan is open to the public is open until the
5th of November, and you can find more information at
www.mfe.govt.nz/reducing-impact-of-plastic-on-environment.
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Does your KiwiSaver
Hate The Environment?
By Andrew Broadley

I suck at investing.
While I certainly envy those who make
some serious money in crypto-currencies
and shares, I kinda just can’t be arsed. I
like to think I have better things to do but
I’m not entirely sure that’s true. So when
Kiwisaver came along and promised to
do it for me, I was overjoyed. Banks are
notoriously dodgy people and if there's
anything they are good at it’s making
money, so maybe just this once they could
actually make me some? I wasn’t the
only one – around 3 million of us Kiwis
have signed up for Kiwisaver and (fingers
crossed) are making some decent profits.
But what’s the catch? After all, I did say
banks are notoriously dodgy people. Well
they may be saving your cash but that
doesn’t mean they are saving much else.
For those who don’t know, Kiwisaver isn’t
a regular savings account. Instead the
money coming out of your paycheck each
week is handed over to a fund manager
who invests that money into shares
and stocks and hopefully grows your
investment. The risk here can be minimal
or it can be large depending on what
investment provider and fund you chose.
But what if the ‘best investment’ isn’t the
best?
In the past there have been claims of all
kinds of questionable shit happening with
your funds. Your latest growth could have
come from investments in weapons or
gambling or fossil fuels. We are all lovely,

eco-friendly people I’m sure. We love to
bring a dirtied tote bag from our favourite
thrift store with us to Countdown and we
love to put our free range eggs into that
very tote, but how do we ensure our funds
share these values?
When the government established
Kiwisaver it required all fund managers
to submit their portfolios (what they are
investing in and how the investments
are going). This information has to be
available which means the information
is out there. But for most of us, accessing
it is either not possible or it’s just sort
of confusing. It involves long winded
names of companies that are linked
to other companies and a bunch of
random abbreviations that can all be very
overwhelming. Luckily, other people have
done the hard work for you, and one in
particular is making the process easier
than ever.
Mindful Money (www.mindfulmoney.nz)
is a great source that has been set up
by Barry Coates, a former Green Party
MP with a long history of working for
environmental groups. The app allows
you to select your current Kiwisaver
provider and fund and gives you a
breakdown of where the money is going.
I recently discovered my Kiwisaver has a
real hankering for animal testing. To be
clear, your Kiwisaver isn’t investing in
animal testing itself, that’s not a business,
but they are putting your money into
the stocks of businesses that use these

practices. If you are happy with your
current provider, great, if not, the app
allows you to choose what values you
want to prioritise, and even how risky of
an investment you want to make, and
then finds appropriate funds. It allows
you to exclude investments in things
such as fossil fuels and animal testing, as
well as ethical concerns around tobacco,
gambling, alcohol and more. It then
provides a list of new Kiwisaver providers
and provides a breakdown as to where
they would be putting your money. Not
only that but it provides details on what
the average returns for that fund have
been and what fees they charge you.
Essentially it airs everyone’s dirty laundry
for you to pick the uh, least.. dirty.. (None
of them are fresh out of the wash). Once
you have a fund that suits you, you can
simply apply to join! The new provider
will do the hard work of contacting your
current provider and switching all your
hard earned growth over to your new fund
manager, who hopefully, is someone a
little nicer than Mr bank man.
Mindful Money is a great resource that
is making ethical investing easier than
ever and elsewhere there are plenty more
articles and resources for you to learn a
bit more. Kiwisaver doesn’t have to be
confusing or overwhelming anymore.
Once you have the information, the
process of consciously choosing your fund
is super easy and a great way to ensure
your Kiwisaver growth reflects your
personal one.
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Should We Really Be
Wasting Money on Organics?
By James Tapp

With the planet melting like a scoop of ice cream and with
many, many, MANY mouths to feed, food is on everyone's minds.
There’s so many angles to take on this, from the importance of
the birds and the bees to how little of Jeff Bezos’ earnings could
significantly reduce world hunger. Today however, we’re looking at
organics.
Organic is possibly one of the top trending words among
greenwashers. Organic is commonly associated with going to
the farmer’s market on a Sunday, veganism and living a healthier
lifestyle. But is it really that much healthier for you than ‘regular’
vegetables? Is it really better for the planet? There’s arguments on
both sides, so let’s get into it.

First things first, there is no international standard or even
consensus on what organic food actually is. So, while you may
have your own opinions on what organic means, there’s a
possibility that by your own standards some of the products you
purchase aren’t organic at all.
I don’t know about you, but I find that pretty concerning.
Regardless of definition, organics aren’t actually always good, as
nutritionist Andrea Braakhuis explains. In short, there is very little
existing scientific research to verify that organic food actually has
any health benefits. In Braakhuis' example, she uses chickens fed
on a natural grass diet.

Now this may be organic, but what if
cage free farming produces the same
results? The same goes for beef and
lamb. Yes, they may have a grass based
diet that is organic, but maybe it is just
because they are eating grass in the first
place. There just isn’t enough evidence
to say organics are more nutritional.
Ok, but that’s just animal products.
What about plants? Pesticide free food
is healthier, right? Well you’d think,
but the evidence just isn’t there. This
is not to say there aren’t benefits, but
the research just hasn’t been done to
support the claim that organic farming
will make a product outright better for
you. But what about antioxidants? They
have more of those right? Yeah they
can, and yes they are good for you. But
unless your diet is something out of
the ordinary, do you really need more of
them? Probably not, because as Andrea
says, most New Zealanders have enough
already. So, next time someone mentions
antioxidants, just think, is it really worth
the couple extra bucks?
So far, the price of organics really just
isn’t living up to the pedestal it’s on.
Surely planet earth benefits though
right? We are in a climate emergency
after all. Well in talking to Julian Heyes,
a professor of post-harvest technology
and head of the school of food science
at Massey University, it became clear
that he felt that this was a consumer
perception. His stance is that farmers
aren’t bad people on the whole. For
produce farmers, there is a need to look
after the planet and their land, because
if they don’t, they can’t make a living.
It’s also a similar situation for livestock

farmers. I think you would struggle to
find a farmer who goes out and enjoys
the slaughter process. Farmers love their
animals, and if they could keep them
alive, they would. There is also a need
to produce good products. No farmer is
going to want to use more pesticides
than necessary. Nor are they wanting to
sell products with residue. Organics have
this claim to fame surrounding these
issues, yet your regular supermarket cob
of corn will also meet those standards as
well. Good farming is the base standard.
A few farmers just happen to throw
around the word ‘organic.’

I think
you would
struggle to
find a farmer
who goes out
and enjoys
the slaughter
process.
Ok so now we know there’s not a lot of
nutritional difference, and farmers are
decent people on the whole (maybe?).
So, where is the difference? Well there
is a difference between how produce
is grown. Everyone seems to have this
obsession with pesticides. And somehow
we have managed to convince ourselves
that organic pesticides must still

produce nutritiously dense products.
But is it better for us? Not necessarily,
there’s actually potential for it to be
worse, because an organic pesticide is
still a pesticide, and if enough is used,
it could still be bad for you. When it
comes to production, it’s not any clearer.
Organic farming may use less energy,
but there is higher land use for the same
amount of product and similar emission
rates. Regardless of whether a produce
is organic or not, we can still see the
damage farming has in our streams, in
the air and soil quality. Going into the
future we need to consider how things
could change.
My personal verdict: Organics ain’t shit.
You know what is the shit? Learning
how to cook and eating healthy. Don’t
get me wrong, organics give people a
‘feel good’ feeling, but the science just
doesn’t seem to be there. What we do
know though is that people need to not
only eat, but eat healthy, which means
fruit and veges. The ability for people to
grow their own food also seems to be
thoroughly underestimated. It is by far
the most fool proof way to make at least
some of your food meet the standards
you stand by. So, next time you’re in the
supermarket, just make sure you grab
some broccoli before worrying too much
if it fits some arbitrary expectation.
This story is based off two interviews
conducted at 95bFM with Julian Heyes and
Andrea Braakuis, surrounding an organics
bill introduced to parliament this year,
which you can find on 95bFM's website.
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Your Screen Time is
Embarrassing,
Might as Well Spend Some of That
Time Saving the Planet

Let’s be honest, your screen time has
never looked worse. Your Tinder which
you like to say goes largely unused, still
manages to reap up 30 minutes a day. I
know, I know it’s entertaining, and you just
use it for your daily ego boost. 2020 was
the year where you promised to shut off
all devices by 8pm, integrate meditation
into your night time routine and end
the night by tucking into that book. You
know, that book that’s been a nightstand
accessory for at least two years. You don’t
know how you got to this point, but every
night you find yourself stuck in a cycle
of thirst traps and dance challenges
on TikTok. You tell yourself this is the
motivation you need for hot girl summer,
as your arms reach for that stale pack of
pizza shapes that you left underneath
your bed the night before.
It is not my place to tell you to decrease
your screen time, or to instill more
wholesome life habits into your night
time routine. If anything, mine is probably
worse than yours. All I’m saying is since
we’re all spending so much time on our
phones, we might as well put it to good
use.

I am all for minimal effort. The least
possible work for the best possible
outcome. This year, I only set two goals
for myself. These goals were to become
more financially literate and to invest in
platforms/businesses that would make
conscious strides towards sustainability.
So here are just a few apps, platforms
and podcasts that can help point you to a
more sustainable future.

Good On You
We all know the implications of fast
fashion and how damaging it is on both
an ethical and environmental level.
However, it is often difficult to understand
the true ethos of a brand when there
is such a lack of transparency and
accessibility. If you are just as frustrated as
me, I couldn’t recommend more the Good
On You app. This app rates how ethical
apparel brands are out of five using
labour, environmental effect, and animal
usage as its criteria. It’s also a great place
to seek out alternative brands when you
realise your favourite pair of worn out
jeans aren’t that sustainable.

Ecosia
Ecosia is an eco search engine that uses
their profits to plant trees. To begin with,
I was a bit sceptical about using Ecosia.
Ecosia has received an abundance of
criticism about being a browser hijacker
that inserts ads into search results. But
this claim is true for any search engine,
including Google, Bing and Yahoo.
The difference is that Google just redistributes their profits to their investors
instead of planting trees.

Brown Girl Green
Created by activist host and speaker
Kristy Drutman, Brown Girl Green
addresses the intersection of media,
diversity and environmentalism. Through
interviews with leaders and advocates, the
conversations focus on inclusion, climate
crisis solutions and more.
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Sustainable
Sex Toys
There isn’t anything sexy about environmental degradation. We’re currently in a climate
crisis and it’s estimated that by the year 2050, there will be about 12 billion metric tons
of plastic in our landfills. But this is nothing new, and I’m sure you’ve heard this countless
times. It’s everyday conversation to discuss the need to swap out straws and bottles.
However, it isn’t quite as normal to discuss how your sex toys may also play a part.
The majority of sex toys on the market aren’t recyclable, and even when they are, they’re
rarely disposed of properly. Most vibrators are even considered a biohazard. Even if you
remove the batteries yourself, many facilities won’t take them.
Sex toys don’t last forever. Eventually they wear out and we need to seek alternatives.
So here are just a few tips for what to look out for when you finally need to replace your
beloved.

Buy Rechargeable Vibrators
A no brainer really! Treat yourself while also ensuring that you’re not contributing to
electronic waste through single-use batteries.

Recyclable Material
Fun fact, steel is the world’s most recyclable material. The great thing about steel is that it
can be recycled over and over again without any degradation. Make sure to look out for steel
rather than plastic toys the next time you’re on the hunt.

Use What You Already Have
Of course, the most sustainable option is getting creative with what you already have. Just
make sure that if you’re inserting any product you do so safely with protection. If you’re dry
of creativity, there are a number of sex-friendly bloggers who share DIY-kink ideas using
household objects. A quick google search will lead you in the right direction.

Less Harsh Materials
Most sex toys are made of silicone, but there are also alternatives which are far less
damaging to the environment. Look out for wood or glass materials, these are far less harsh
on the environment. I know, the thought of splinters or breakages can be enough to deter
anyone away from living a more sustainable lifestyle. Fortunately, toy makers like Crystal
Delights and NobEssence ensure that their practices create smooth and safe toys.
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A Foul
Dream
By Seth Nicholls
Scattered across the pavement go the last
droplets of rain, as even the storm falls
asleep. Streetlights yawn in their glass
bulbs and the bright neon lures grow tired
of their chase. I begin to wonder whether it
was worth it to wait five hours for another
bus instead of Ubering home then and
there. I begin to wonder whether it was
dumb to let my phone lose power. I begin
to wonder where I might meet people with
bed-worthy couches and befriend them
or what I could even offer in return. I then
wonder whether I’ve spent five minutes on
this bus stop bench or an entire half-hour
and then I’ll walk off down the hill to burn
time regardless.
I keep walking for the comedy of my
screaming brain, forever striking at my

curdling legs with her electric whips.
My brain, Lady Pinkflesh the Wrinkled,
so desperate to send a flutter those foul
demons of slumber. She will inevitably
be transfixed by the hypnotic swirls of
their butterfly wings. So foul that scourge
of demons, so deep cut their fangs and
branching their hooks. So sweet their
lullaby, like the call of a tui. Fuck them all,
send them back to where they once came.
I stumble down to the harbour with Lady
Pinkflesh horsewhipping my undead
apparatus to a vacant seat. She takes a
moment to settle and focus my eyes. The
benchwood paint stretches off the wood
like a fern unfurling. The water sits in
shadow so that boat reflection can pass
with sneaky motors from their mirrorland
jaunts. I double tap my legs without end to
keep them both awake. Perhaps it’ll only
be a moment before the sunrise. How sweet
would that be? While I wait I guess I’ll
settle for the….
The moon is behind the clouds. Of course.

Silly me. They wouldn’t hide the moon, at
least not from me. I sit cold and desperate
in wait of the moon’s embrace, just to find
the weeping rain return from another
absence. Pitter patter against the bus stop
wall; is it tears or applause? How could I
know anymore....
The water becomes distorted, the surface
becoming a sheet of camouflage for
impossible serpentine beasts. They creep
ever closer through the murk and stare up
at me with unblinking eyes, like a manyfanged sea leopard starving for a snack.
How long has it been down there? How
long until it strikes? Will I even catch a
glimpse of the beast? I pray for a glimpse
of sunrise. But then, over the horizon,
comes no sunrise to speak (lest it has been
smothered and buried by the clouds). So
foolish to wait for sunrise, to act like you’ve
been here more than five minutes. Hah! I
crack a nervous laugh into the air and break
the silence against the ground like so many
shards of green glass sticking out of my
shoes… god damn it.

God damn…
Fuck
Fuck
Fuck
Fuck

slumbering fool to collapse into. Bear
traps lay about, licking their steel lips.
The boat reflections have all cleared
the lake as the serpent beast prepares
to pounce and drag you in. Have you
enough time to muster a scream?

I am going to move slowly. Quietly

I’m trying not to snore, lest I arch my

and carefully, too. I am not going to
make this any worse that I absolutely
have to. Lady Pinkflesh spins between
monitors and whips the support systems
into working. Do you feel hurt, kid?
I’m feeling more hurt by the minute.
Are you bleeding anywhere? Nowhere
I can feel as I reposition my feet and
jutt out of danger as swiftly as I can
manage. I look down at many slices and
pinprickles across the treading and a
deep gash between the second and third
toe. I don’t think I’m bleeding though.
That’s good, that’s good, now where to
put my feet? Behold a sea of broken
beer-bottle-glass laying just out of sight,
foul sickles in the shadow for some

head and expose my fleshy neck to
blades and other bad things. I’m trying
not to think, lest I bubble over and
splatter down into the gutter. Poor
Pinkflesh, having to drag around little
old me. Poor park bench, bent and
bruised by skittery old me. Poor beast
out on the harbour, I’m truly sorry I was
not eaten. I’m trying not to cry, I’m trying
to ready myself to be dragged back
through the bounding buses and into
depths of my bed sheets. I want to melt
away into my duvet. Does not everyone
else want the same?

falls asleep. Streetlights yawn in their
glass bulbs and the bright neon lures
grow tired of their chase. The first ray of
sunshine flexes awake and looks down
on the harbour. The reflections are in
place and the monsters have vanished.
The stabbing glass left scattered has
been turned to foul mundanity and I
am able to stand up once more. I am
not bleeding, but I worry about the
healthcare of my shoes. They’ve got
soles after all (square up). The song of
sweet birdies fills the air, my perverted
signal to return to sleep. Such a squalid
vampire am I! I drag myself away from
the waking nightmare and up towards
the bus, it’s vomitous graffitti left
childish in the morning’s sobriety.
This was not worth it, never was going
to be, and yet it’s a sacrifice I continue to
make. Madness walks in the early hours,
alongside her brother Dream.

Scattered across the pavement go the
last droplets of rain, as even the storm
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A Beginner's
Guide to
Greenwashing
By Alice Houlbrooke
So, you’ve decided to commit to a more sustainable and
eco-friendly lifestyle? Or you want to dip your toe into the
wonderful world of reusable items? Then congratulations,
you’re now on a journey that will help the planet and (if you’re
smart about it) your budget!
Living a sustainable lifestyle is more than just buying a
cute aluminium lunch box and feeling the moral superiority
surging through your veins. It’s a journey, and you will
probably mess up at some stage. As sustainable living has
become trendier the big CEOs of the business world have
caught on and started marketing their products as being

‘sustainable.’ As consumers, we have no way of knowing how
true that promise of sustainability is, as many companies are
very secretive with the production of their products. This has
caused the coining of the term “greenwashing.” Greenwashing
is the process of using marketing techniques to create a false
impression of a product's effect on the environment. And for
unsuspecting people just trying to do their part, it’s an easy
trap to fall into.
But never fear, that’s what this article is here to help with. I’ve
only been truly committed to a low waste lifestyle for about a
year now, so I’ve still got a lot more to learn. This is just a few
ways I’ve learned to avoid putting my money into the hands
of those capitalising on climate anxiety.

Reuse, reuse, reuse!
Using what you already have is the most sustainable thing
you can do; those items already exist so throwing them out
to make room for your new set of wooden kitchen utensils
is a bit of a waste. If you can find a way to reuse things you
already own until they’re falling apart, then you’re doing a lot
more than you think. Get creative! You’d be surprised at how
many ways you can reuse items you own to give them new life.
Even if that just means using a broken cup as a flower vase
or turning a t-shirt that no longer fits into a reusable mask or
supermarket bag.

Watch out for buzzwords.
It’s no secret that advertisements for every product out there
use buzzwords associated with the product to catch your
attention. Greedy greenwashing companies are no exception,
and trust me, they are very good at their job. Eco, green, planet,
clean, chemical free, and non-toxic are just some of the words
and phrases used to warp your perception of a product. There’s
no law against calling a product “Planet Beauty” or “Eco
Laundry”, and if the product is a little bit more friendly to the
environment than the standard alternative then it can’t be
claimed as false advertising. That’s why you see supermarket
shelves lined with plastic bottles sporting the “eco” or “green”
label when a plastic free alternative is most likely available.
The term “compostable” has also been thrown around a lot
recently, with many plastic products calling themselves
compostable. And this is true! They are compostable, but you

can’t just chuck them in with your banana peels. Compostable
plastics are commercial compostable and must be composted
at a composting plant. They won’t break down in a home
compost because commercial composting plants are kept at a
much higher temperature. Fortunately, Auckland has multiple
compost collection services! A quick google of ‘Auckland
compost collection’ should guide you on the right path. And
they do accept compostable packaging.

Do some research.
Honestly, I have spent a lot of time researching things I never
thought I would. There’s so much to learn when it comes to
sustainable living that I doubt I will ever be done researching.
Doing research in relation to greenwashing is so incredibly
important as you never know what is in a product until you
look it up. As a real-life example of this, when reusable coffee
cups started becoming a popular product many companies
started making cheap ones out of cheaper materials. One
of these materials is bamboo wood, which was found to
leak harmful chemicals when used for hot drinks. Research
shows that bamboo wood is fine for cutlery and crockery, if
hot liquids aren’t involved. As well as the safety of certain
‘sustainable’ materials, there are many organisations which a
product can be certified by that will prove it’s not a product
of greenwashing. Lookout for labels such as certified palm
oil free, FSC certified wood, plastic free, etc. These labels are
good to find because if a company is found to be using them
incorrectly, they can get in pretty big trouble.
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Be honest.
I recently saw an advertisement for a fabric softener that
came in a recycled plastic bottle and the company offered
a service where if you dropped off your used bottles at a
certain location, they would reuse the bottles. The first thing
I thought was “I could never be bothered to do that.” While
it is a good idea and something more companies should be
offering, the reality for most people is that they won’t have
the time or ability to go and drop off a couple containers
somewhere once a month. I was tempted by the advert to
buy the product, but I know myself, and the fact that I don’t
have a car and the location of the company’s warehouse was
a decent bus ride. So, I concluded that I would probably end
up chucking it in my recycling instead. Being honest about
your ability to commit to certain sustainable practices are
important. As well as being honest with yourself about how
much you actually need a certain product. There have been
many times where I was tempted to buy something that
was marketed as sustainable just for the sake of buying it.
But I had to be honest with myself, I knew that it wasn’t a
necessity, so I walked away. This can be a hard thing to do

if you’re a fan of retail therapy. In that case I’d recommend
something like going to a charity shop, that way you can
grab a cool trinket or new jacket while buying second hand
AND supporting a charity shop.

Forgive Yourself.
You will mess up. That’s just human nature, but we make
mistakes so that we can learn. Sometimes it’s a simple lack
of research, or just trusting a company’s honesty when you
should have looked up a sustainable one. For example, about
a week ago I went into a shop just to look around and I
spotted a wooden comb. I had needed one for a while now
as the bristles on my 2-year-old plastic hairbrush started to
fall off or bend in weird ways. When I got home and took
it out of the packet, I almost instantly realised that it was
actually a plastic comb that had been dyed to look like wood.
While it was not my fault that the company mislabelled the
product, I now know I should have found a website or store
that I knew sold sustainable products. The main thing to
remember is to not be too hard on yourself, no one is perfect,
and it would be unrealistic to expect yourself to make all the
right choices on your sustainable journey.

we're here
for you!

The team at AUTSA are here to help.
Make the most of our many services such as Advocacy, Clubs,
Volunteering, Foodie Godmother, and contributing to Debate Mag!
Any questions or concerns can be sent to autsa@aut.ac.nz
For more info, head to autsa.org.nz
We'd love to hear from you!
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PUZZLES

Tough Mazes by KrazyDad, Book 22

Greenwashing
Compost
Degenerate
Coffee
Conserve

Water
Sustain
Eco
Plastic
Election

Goal
Organic
Crisis
Systems
Movement

Maze #2

Fast
Fashion
Batteries
Buzz
Vote
KRAZYDAD.COM/PUZZLES

Need the answer? http://krazydad.com/mazes/answers
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Same old
to
Something
new.
Whether you’ve got a solid life plan or only a faint
idea, Silver Fern Farms can help you get there.
Join our Graduate Career Programme today.

Apply online.

careers.silverfernfarms.com
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Want to see your
work in Debate?
Debate is nothing without its contributors. Whether it's poetry, hard-hitting journalism,
or some good old shitposting you want to share, come hit us up. We might even chuck
some $$$ your way to help fund those text books you can no longer afford because
you spent all your course related cost money during O-week.
Shhh we won't tell.

